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Abstract

Carlin and Hellwig (CH) challenge our claim that voters misattribute responsibility for eco-
nomic performance in low-savings commodity-exporting (LSCE) countries of Latin America.
They argue that we overlook incumbents’ capacity to choose “policy regimes” that signal to
voters their level of control the economy. They also claim that LSCE membership should
be allowed to vary over time and that, even then, the concept is not useful to distinguish
the impact of exogenous conditions on political outcomes. This article demonstrates that
several implications of CH’s alternative theory are not supported by the evidence, that their
measure of policy regimes is endogenous to international conditions, and that even consid-
ering variation over-time, Latin American countries remain clustered into the two original
categories we proposed. We finish by showing that exogenous conditions affect presidential
popularity in other LSCE countries, and that the deviating case of Chile only reinforces our
theory.
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Carlin and Hellwig’s (henceforth CH) offer an insightful critique to our claim that vot-

ers misattribute responsibility for economic performance in low-savings-commodity-exporting

(LSCE) countries of Latin America. This claim relies on empirical analyses showing that in-

ternational conditions that have a strong impact on economic performance, also largely explain

presidential success in these countries. If voters did discount these conditions when judging

government competence, as many economic voting models assume, this relationship between

exogenous conditions and political outcomes should not exist.

CH were fair to our general argument, but it is necessary to clarify a few misconceptions

about our theory and research design before proceeding. First, we do not contend that voters

possess or use any information about the world economy, as suggested in p. 10 of their article.

The mechanism we propose is much simpler. Individuals perceive changes in welfare and evaluate

the incumbent government accordingly. Our twist comes from the fact that these changes

are driven, to a large extent, by factors that governments do not control. Because voters do

not recognize or account for these exogenous factors, casting an economic vote amounts to

evaluating incumbents based on their luck. This misattribution of economic performance seems

particularly plausible in countries where voters may not have access to information that allows

them to identify and discount exogenous shocks.

In order to test this argument we developed a “good economic times” index (GET), which

combines international interest rates and commodity prices. These two factors are known to

affect economic performance in many (but not all) developing countries. Hence, we identified a

subsample of countries whose mode of insertion into the world economy left them sensitive to

the GET index, and labeled them low-savings commodity-exporting countries (LSCE).

We do not claim that only LSCE countries are “sufficiently exposed” to the world economy,

as CH also attribute to us (p. 10). We purposefully chose to leverage on a vast literature

on international determinants of economic performance in Latin America to state that the

dependence on commodity exports and on foreign savings leaves some countries in the region

highly exposed to fluctuations in the variables that compose the GET index (Prebisch 1949,

Singer 1950, Santos 1970, Malan & Bonelli 1977, Gavin, Hausmann & Leiderman 1995, Maxfield

1998, Izquierdo, Romero & Talvo 2008, Reinhart, Reinhart & Trebesch 2016). Hence, while our

broader theory might apply to other contexts beyond LSCEs, the concrete indicator we employ

does not. Following the same rationale, even though the international economy certainly affects

non-LSCE countries, there are no reasons to expect that the GET index will capture this

influence.

Finally, we never suggested that GET affects politics directly. In fact, we argue the opposite.

GET only affects presidential success because it affects domestic economic performance (in
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LSCE countries), both directly or through its impacts on policy choices. The exogeneity of

GET allows us to assess its economic and political impacts with a very simple research design.

It does not matter that other factors exist that influence domestic economic outcomes, as CH

state (p. 8). As we will argue below, most of these other factors are themselves consequences of

GET, and therefore serve as mediators of its total effect on political outcomes.1 We did not seek

to determine all the mediating paths between GET and political outcomes because our theory is

about total effects: in order to conclude that voters do not engage in sophisticated discounting

of exogenous conditions, it suffices to show that GET is associated with presidential success.

With these preliminary points made, we elaborate on our notion of low-savings commodity-

exporting countries, which was the subject of important objections in CH’s critique. We then

review their alternative theory, consider its implications, and evaluate their assumptions and ev-

idence. Before concluding, we examine the connection between GET and presidential popularity

across many LSCEs, with a particular focus on the deviant case of Chile.

Comments on Low-savings Commodity-exporting Countries

CH point out that our definition of LSCEs is static, whereas the indicators we used to illustrate

membership vary over time. This is a fair criticism, and one that deserves separate consideration

from other arguments that follow.

The concept of LSCE seeks to capture structural, long-term, slow-changing characteristics

of countries. This idea is based on the straightforward observation that most of South Amer-

ica is plugged into the world economy in a different way than Mexico and most of Central

America. Countries in the first group are, essentially, commodity exporters whose economy

fluctuate with international prices of the products they sell. Some of these countries receive

substancial financial inflows, which are jointly influenced by commodity prices — given that

much of the investment seeks to exploit returns from commodity booms — and international

liquidity. Countries in the second group, in contrast, developed into maquila economies, in a

gradual process that began in the late 1960s. As exporters of manufactures to the U.S., their

economies are not particularly sensitive to commodity prices and financial flows, when existent,

are mostly official loans or follow increases in demand from the U.S..

The existence of these two models is consistent with the notion that trade patterns largely

result from comparative advantages that are very hard to change (Deaton & Laroque 1992,

Deaton 1999). South American countries have a comparative advantage on the production of

natural resources and, despite substantial attempts at industrial policies, this condition has

1Other factors that are neither consequences or causes of GET can also be ignored in this design.
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proved quite sticky. Change in Mexico and Central America was very slow, and though aided

by policies, was mostly driven by the overshadowing influence of the U.S. economy.

These two models were identified ex-ante, but in order to illustrate the differences and

classify all countries in the region into either group, we reported average values on commodity

and financial exposure since for each country. The first concept was very directly measured

by commodity exports as a share of total exports. For the second we lacked an equally direct

measure and decided to operationalize is as debt service as a share of exports. We concede that

illustrating the composition of the group with indicators that can vary in the short-term invites

the criticism that was levelled by CH.

However, as revealed in Figure 1, despite the short-term variation in the indictors, Latin

American countries still clearly fall into one of two clearly identified clusters.

Figure 1: Definition of Low-Saving Commodity-Exporting Countries

Figure reports average values on each indicator, in each country, since democratization. Horizontal and vertical
lines are the interquartile rages for each indicator in the same period.

The only ambiguous case is Honduras, whose large variation in exposure to commodities is

driven by a seven-fold increase in exports of manufactures registered between 1999 and 2000,

which lead to a drop in commodity dependence from 0.75 to 0.23. CH’s critique sent us search-

ing for an explanation for this change and we discovered that we had overlooked the fact that

products from “Especial Processing Zones” (EPZs) were excluded from World Trade Organi-

zation statistics on Honduras until 2000.2 This is significant because the EPZs are a proxy

for maquilas. In Honduras, the first EPZs were established in the 1970’s, but new laws in the

2It was also excluded in Guatemala prior to 2002 and El Salvador prior to 1990, but with much less impact
on the indicator because EPZs were much less relevant in these countries.
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mid 1980s allowed for private operators to create new such zones around the country, earning

the country the moniker “Maquila Republic” (McCallum et al. 2011, p. 9). By 1995, these

EPZs “accounted for 36 percent of manufacturing employment in Honduras, and net exports

from these zones represented 24 percent of all Honduran exports of goods” (Jenkins, Larrain &

Esquivel 1998, p.27).

This means that the shift in Honduras from a commodity export model to a maquila model

was not as abrupt as suggested in the data. It also implies that the country was already in a

maquila model much earlier than the indicator reveals. In fact, if we smoothen the decrease in

commodity dependence between 1990 and 2000 for Honduras, the country’s average commodity

dependence is much closer to the non-LSCE cluster (see “corrected” position in Figure 1). This

also reinforces the idea that structural changes in a country’s mode of insertion into the world

economy are very long-term processes. For any specific government, the mode of insertion can

be fairly considered a given.

For all these reasons, we stand by our original design with a binary indicator of LSCE. Still,

we concede that Honduras could be considered an LSCE country up until some time in the 1990s.

We recoded Honduras’ four pre-2000 free and fair elections as being held in LSCE countries,

and the impact of GET on electoral results, as reported in the Supplemental Materials, is even

stronger than what we originally reported.

The Alternative Theory

CH’s theory is that “policy regimes” signal to voters how much control incumbents have over

the economy (p. 5). Voters observe and understand these policy regimes and subsequently

weigh economic outcomes less (more) than other (non-specified) factors in a context in which

governments have less (more) control over the economy. The logic is that if the economy conveys

less information about government actions — the “competency signal” is weaker, in Duch &

Stevenson’s (2008) terms — individuals should not cast an economic vote.

One immediate drawback of this theory vis-à-vis ours, is that it is very demanding on

the average citizen. In CH’s world, voters must observe the policy initiatives (and not just

outcomes), interpret them as leading to more or less room for governments to influence the

economy, retain this knowledge, and use it when deciding their vote or when evaluating job

performance.

In our theory, in contrast, voters never act on information about the international economy,

or about policymaking, for that matter. The transmission of the world economy to voters

occurs entirely through individuals’ experience of domestic economic performance. Voters react
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to what they feel and live, not to what they supposedly know. We find this mechanism more

plausible in general, but particularly so in low-information and highly volatile environments

such as Latin American democracies.

There also seems to be a logical inconsistency between implications of this theory and some

of the empirical results CH report, as the examination of two limiting scenarios evidences. By

adopting a predominantly “orthodox” policy regime, incumbents signal to voters that they have

little control over the economy vis-à-vis exogenous conditions. Voters, in this context, should not

judge the incumbent based on observed economic outcomes. It follows that under an orthodox

policy regime GET should affect the domestic economy but not political success.

In the other extreme, incumbents signal strong control over the economy (vis-à-vis exogenous

conditions) when they advance a “statist” policy regime. Under these circumstances voters are

expected to evaluate incumbents based on domestic economic performance. Yet, it also follows

from this rationale that GET’s limited impact on the domestic economy should lead to a similarly

irrelevant impact on political outcomes.

Put simply, if CH’s theory is correct, there should never be any relevant association between

GET and presidential success. This is perfectly in line with our own theoretical propositions, as

well as with Duch & Stevenson’s (2008). If voters are aware and discount exogenous conditions

that affect economic performance and, by doing so, they only cast an economic vote when

this performance if mostly a result of government choices, GET should not explain presidential

success. Our point is that it only does because this is not how voters behave. In other words,

the fact that GET predicts success is evidence that voters do not discount exogenous conditions.

In sum, assuming that (i) we posses a good indicator of policy regimes and, more importantly,

that (ii) policy regimes are exogenous to international economic conditions, testing CH’s theory

would require verifying whether (a) GET’s effects on domestic economic outcomes is stronger

under neoliberal than statistic policies; (b) GET has no relevant effect on political outcomes in

either policy regime; (c) domestic economic performance affects politics under statist but not

under neoliberal regimes.

Regarding (a), CH’s Table 1 shows that, in fact, GET has a greater effect on domestic

economic indicators under more neoliberal than in statist regimes. Therefore, even though we

present an alternative interpretation of this result in the next section, it is clearly supported by

the data.

Hypothesis (b), that GET should have no effect on political outcomes is rejected not only

by our results, but also by CH’s. In Figure 4, for example, international economic conditions

affect voter behavior across a range of values of the neoliberalism indicator. This is, plainly

put, inconsistent with their theory. How can GET affect presidential success if, in one case
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(orthodox regimes) voters know they should not use the economy to evaluate incumbents and

if in the other (statist) GET has no relevant impact on the economy?

CH do not test prediction (c). We have examined it, however. As we show in the supple-

mental materials, economic voting based on the domestic economy is only slightly weaker in

Latin America relative to what is registered in developed democracies and, more importantly,

its intensity hardly varies with neoliberalism. To the minimal extent that it does, it is actually

slightly stronger as neoliberalism increases. This contradicts CH’s signaling theory directly,

but is compatible with our theory that voters cast an economic vote for reasons unrelated to

policy regimes, often even where and when the domestic economy is strongly determined by

international factors.

There is yet another inconsistency in CH’s empirical setup. GET has no (theoretical or em-

pirical) effect on the economic performance of non-LSCE countries, so it cannot have an effect

on political outcomes. This suggests that any moderating effects of neoliberalism should be

examined only in the sample of LSCEs. If insisting on a dynamic and continuous operational-

ization of LSCE status, one would then need a triple interaction between GET, LSCE status,

and neoliberalism. But all this would only make sense if assumptions (i) and (ii) were met, a

discussion we now turn to.

Measuring Policy Regimes: One of CH’s main empirical contributions is an indicator of

“neoliberalism,” derived from subtracting the indicator of “statism” from that of “orthodoxy.”

Both are constructed from sub-indices of Lora’s (2012) index of reforms. Four “reform dimen-

sions” are combined using dynamic factor analysis to create the “orthodoxy” measure.3 The

statism indicator, in turn, comes from a combination of components of Lora’s fifth dimension

with government consumption as a share of GDP.

At a first glance, using Lora’s index of reforms is consistent with CH’s signaling argument,

as it measures policy initiatives, not outcomes. Government consumption, in contrast, is an

outcome variable in part generated by indicators of reform that the Lora index captures. If the

idea is to measure signaling from policies, it should not be included.

This issue aside, it is far from clear what the resulting indices measure. Except for Nicaragua,

the statism indicator barely changes over the years. Its variance is 1/4 of orthodoxy’s and almost

entirely cross-sectional. As such, “neoliberalism” is mostly capturing changes in “orthodoxy.”

The indicator also depicts a Latin America that is very different from what the literature has

described. It is implausible that Venezuela, Argentina, Ecuador, and Bolivia are more neoliberal

3A simpler (non-dynamic) factor analytic combination of the scores in the four policy areas yields scores that
correlate almost perfectly with CH’s index (r= 0.92).
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in the late 2000s than they were in early 1990s. It is also unlikely that Chile and Bolivia are

equally neoliberal in 2009, or that Colombia is less neoliberal than Argentina or Ecuador in that

year. Lora, in fact, warned against applying his index to Venezuela and Argentina owing to the

fact that “some of the heterodox policies that these countries have adopted are not covered by

the indexes,” (Lora 2012, p. 37) and perhaps this warning was not heeded. The indicator also

completely overlooks the widely debated phenomenon of the resurgence of the Left in the region

(e.g. Levitsky & Roberts 2011); according to the CH’s index, all countries are more liberal now

than ever. Either this literature is blatantly mistaken, or the indicator is capturing something

else.

This somewhat opaque indicator seems to capture common trends affecting all countries.

Linear correlation coefficients of scores between all pairs of countries in the sample is always

greater than 0.87, and in 75% of pairs it is higher than 0.97! As we show next, these common

trends, hardly a result of political autonomous decisions, are largely a response to the conditions

captured by GET.

Endogeneity of Policy Regimes CH state that policy regimes moderate the impact of

GET on the domestic economy by changing voter assessment of government responsibility for

economic outcomes. This only challenges our argument to the extent that the moderator is

exogenous to GET. Yet in Latin America, choices of policy regimes are, to a large extent, en-

dogenous to international economic conditions. Hence, policy choices are more likely mediators

of the effect of GET on political outcomes, much in the same way that the domestic economic

outcomes are described in Figure 1 of our original paper. Identifying mediators, as we stated

earlier, complements but does not contradict our theory.

There are many examples of how policies respond to exogenous economic conditions. Neolib-

eral reforms prevailed after the mid-1980s largely in response to a debt crisis that spread through-

out the region following U.S. decision to unilaterally raise interest rates. The role of exogenous

conditions on the politics of economic reform in Latin America were an important topic of study

in the 1990s and early 2000s (e.g. Haggard & Kaufman 1992). In this period, many countries in

the region successfully overcame hyperinflation employing some version of exchange-rate-based

stabilization plans. It is not a coincidence that these plans, which had been attempted before,

only worked when massive dollar inflows afforded governments with reserves high enough to sus-

tain currency pegs. The 2000s followed with the highly debated “resurgence of the Left,” and the

role of the commodity super-cycle on widening leftist presidents room to maneuver is quite es-

tablished in the literature (Murillo, Oliveros & Vaishnav 2011, Kaufman 2011, Campello 2015).

CH’s narrative and their index implicitly recognizes waves of policy regimes in Latin Amer-
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ica, but overlooks the fact that these common trajectories are consistent with our claim that

these regimes are influenced by international conditions and cannot be accounted for by leaders’

autonomous decisions.

Not surprisingly, the GET index and CH’s measures are strongly correlated. The linear

correlation coefficient between GET and orthodoxy is 0.68 and between GET and neoliberalism

is 0.57 (p-values, in both cases, are � 0.01). As we report in the Supplemental Information, this

association is also very strong if we estimate it via regression with country fixed- or random-

effects. Coefficients of the effect of GET on neoliberalism hoover just above 2 (p-values �

0.01), which means that one standard deviation change in GET is associated with 0.75 standard

deviation change in neoliberalism. Moreover, the effect of GET and neoliberalism is positive

and statistically significant in all the 13 countries in the sample individually considered.

Crucially for our theory, GET is a better predictor of neoliberalism in the LSCE sample.

The coefficients on GET in the non-LSCE is close to 1.7 across specifications, while it is about

2.4 in the LSCE countries. The difference is statistically significant and in LSCE countries

one st. dev. change in GET implies a 0.9 st. dev. change in neoliberalism. Policies, as well as

political outcomes, follow GET in LSCEs.

Whatever it is that the neoliberalism index is measuring, thus, it is essentially the same

as GET. A claim that the neoliberalism index might be causing GET is nonsensical. The

most likely explanation for the covariation in GET and neoliberalism is that GET captures

international factors that influence and constrain domestic policymaking.4 The fact that policy

regimes are, to a large extent, determined by international conditions, goes directly against

CH’s theory and research design. It evidences that policy regimes may be a mediator, but never

a moderator of the impact of GET on domestic outcomes.

Identifying different mediators is not without merits. Even if one accepts our general ar-

gument about GET affecting voter behavior, it is relevant in its own right to identify different

channels through which this effect reaches voters. We have purposefully and willingly black-

boxed these processes, and we accept that policy reactions to the world conditions can be a

moderator. But this by no means contradicts our theory.

Reassessing Popularity

The last challenge posed by CH’s response refers to the external validity of our finding that

popularity series are related to GET in Brazil (LSCE) but not in Mexico (non-LSCE). First, is

4An alternative account is that GET captures international conditions that affect economic performance,
which then affects how policy instruments get coded by pro-market reforms coders. Either way, the neoliberalism
indicator is endogenous to GET.
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it important to note that we do not examine these effects including CH’s indicator of “neolib-

eralism,” as we have shown in the previous section that the indicator is not exogenous to GET.

Moreover, due to limited space, we do not replicate the null results on non-LSCE countries, since

they do conform to our expectations. This section shows, instead, that our original findings do

hold in LSCE countries except for Chile, as CH note. Chile, however, is particularly informative

case, which we examine in slightly more detail.

To verify how well our theory applies to presidential popularity in other LSCE countries we

assembled hundreds of observations of presidential popularity in eight low-savings-commodity-

exporting countries of South America (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,

Uruguay and Venezuela). In all of these countries our data begin well before the commod-

ity super-cycle of the 2000s, and end in 2017, after its demise.5 Our data span 70 different

presidencies (51 presidents), in eight countries from 1981 through 2017. Sources and descrip-

tives are presented in the supplemental materials.

Following recent work on comparative popularity of Latin American presidents (Carlin, Love

& Mart́ınez-Gallardo 2015), we combined the raw data using WCALC to smoothen and har-

monize series from different sources. The result is monthly observations of “latent popularity”

for all countries (Stimson 1998). It is worth noting that as WCALC smoothens the popularity

series, it reduces the overall variation in the data, leading to weaker results (smaller effects)

than with other types of imputation.

The average popularity across the countries in our sample increases in the early 1990s, dips in

the late 1990s, then rises dramatically and remains very high until just after 2010 before dropping

precipitously afterwards (see Supplemental Information). This description also applies to the

GET index itself, which is prima facie evidence that the two move in tandem. We also estimate

the effect of the GET index on the popularity of presidents more formally, by employing time

series regressions. The dependent variable is latent popularity and our key independent variable

is the GET index measured monthly. We employed simple indicator variables to capture the

“popularity cycle” (Carlin, Hartlyn, Hellwig, Love, Mart́ınez-Gallardo & Singer 2018), including

dummy indicators for months in honeymoon and lame-duck periods, and for “democratization

honeymoons” that followed the end of military rule (e.g. Ranis 1992, Navia 2009). The time-

series specifications were chosen by imposing progressively simplifying restrictions on a generic

autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) model (Box-Steffensmeier, Freeman, Hitt & Pevehouse

2014, Davidson & MacKinnon 1993, De Boef & Keele 2008). This indicated that all countries

conformed to either an ADL(2,0) or ADL(1,0) model.

5We also obtained some data for Bolivia, but most of it refers to the Morales presidencies and none of it comes
for the period preceding the commodity super-cycle. For this reason, we do not include it in the analysis.
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For the sake of parsimony, we report only the broad strokes of the results, and relegate more

details to the Supplemental Information. The dynamic effects of GET on popularity, estimated

by three variations of the two selected ADL specifications all indicate a positive and statistically

significant average effect in the LSCE sample. When either pooling the data or estimating the

models with country fixed-effects, the immediate (short-term) effect of GET on popularity is

0.21 (p-value = 0.03) and 0.28 (p-value < 0.01) respectively, converging in both cases to around

4.7 percentage points in the long-run. Estimates obtained including presidency fixed-effects are

somewhat larger, converging to close to 5.7 percentage points.

These are average effects but as we report in the supplemental information, only in Chile do

we fail to find positive effects of GET on popularity over the long term. This is quite odd, given

that Chile’s economy is very dependent on copper. In 2013, at the tail end of the commodity

super-cycle, copper accounted for 20% of GDP and 60% of exports and Chile’s GDP growth

tracked copper prices very closely (Copper solution 2013).

One important feature of the case of Chile, and which sets it apart from the rest of Latin

America, is that the country has adopted a set of rules aimed at mitigating boom-and-bust cycles

caused by fluctuations in copper prices. These rules include a fiscal responsibility law, modern

financial management, a planning horizon that exceeds one year, a fiscal rule for the budget,

rules for government asset and liability management, requirements on accountability and public

information on the government’s financial management, effective external control and auditing,

and establishment of a fiscal council and/or fiscal committees (Ter-Minassian 2010, Debrun,

Hauner & Kumar 2009).

Chile first adopted fiscal responsibility rules in 2001 as a way to tie presidents’ hands during

copper windfalls. In 2006, these rules were converted into law, in an attempt to develop an

institutional framework that strengthened the links between the fiscal rule, the use of government

savings, and the establishment of two sovereign wealth funds (Schmidt-Hebbel 2012). The so-

called “structural balance” concept involves estimating the fiscal income that would be obtained

net of the impact of the economic cycle, and spending only the amount that would be compatible

with this level of income. In practice, this means saving during good times, when revenues known

to be of only a temporary nature are received, and spending the revenues when good times come

to an end and fiscal income drops.

If the structural budgeting does in fact attenuate the impact of commodity cycles on fiscal

policy it should also change the relationship between GET and popularity.6 In order to examine

this possibility, we created dummy indicators that define the three fiscal policy periods in recent

6Although not all of the effects of GET on the local economy are necessarily channeled through “the fiscal
path” of government spending, governments’ fiscal condition and ability to spend is probably a strong mediator
of this effect.
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Chilean (i.e. prior to any fiscal rule, after the conversion of rules into law, and the period in

between). We then estimated the same time-series models in each of these periods to check for

evidence that the country’s fiscal rules might be “cushioning” the transmission of international

economic conditions onto the Chilean economy and therefore onto the popularity of the country’s

presidents.

Results are striking (Figure 2). The solid line reports the unit response function for the

common model estimated in the whole period, which indicates the puzzling negative effect of

GET on popularity. The dashed line represents effects of GET on popularity if estimated on

data only from the period prior to the adoption of the first infra-legal fiscal responsibility rules.

The effects are not only positive, but add up to a long term change in 13.18 percentage points

in popularity, one of the strongest effects across all our cases. In the period in which the rules

existed but had not been passed into law, the effect of GET was positive but smaller, converging

to close to 5 percentage points and after the rules were turned into law, this effect becomes very

strong and negative.

Figure 2: Effects of GET on Popularity Considering Chile’s Fiscal Rules

Figure shows the short- and long-term effects of a one-time one-unit change in GET on popularity estimated on
different subsets of the popularity data available for Chile. See text for details.

There is controversy in Chile as to how binding the fiscal law is. The Bachelet government

accused the previous Piñera presidency of increasing the deficit (El Mostrador Jul 7, 2017),

and the accusation was reciprocated by Piñera before taking office the second time, following

Bachelet’s second term (El Mostrador Online Oct 2, 2017). Still, it is interesting to note that

the existence of a counter-cyclical fiscal framework shifted the terms of the debate, and media in
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Chile now commonly differentiate the “structural deficit” from the “fiscal deficit” (El Mostrador

Jan 30, 2018). This fact, in and of itself, suggests that the fiscal rules might really have an effect,

but more research is needed on this topic.

Policy vs. Exogenous Economic Factors

As a discipline, we would all prefer that government choices be highly consequential. However,

examination of the history of developing countries suggests that exogenous conditions limit

governments’ choice, and sometimes the magnitude of the variance in these conditions is such

that it dwarfs the effects of policy choices. If we were incumbents and allowed to choose either

the best policy team or the chance to govern through a period of high GET, we would definitely

take the latter.

This is not to say that policy choices are inconsequential. First, international conditions set

the broad limits for action by governments. For middling ranges of GET, the effects of govern-

ment effort and policy choices can be strong enough to sway elections. We believe governments

know this, and more effort is spent when GET is neither very high nor very low. However, we

find it implausible and lacking in empirical support that policies affect voters through signal-

ing incumbent degree of control over outcomes. We remain skeptical that voters are able to

interpret these policies, some of which are rather obscure even to experts.

Policy, we concede, might affect exposure to GET in the long run. Policies that aim at

changing comparative advantages, such as industrial policies, have not had a great track record,

but did play a role in the development of the maquila model in Central America and Mexico,

even if if the main force driving this long-term structural change was demand from the U.S.

Another policy alternative is inspired by the Chilean case. The example suggests that in

the shorter term policy might be able to cushion the impact of future changes in exogenous

factors. By breaking the direct link between exogenously defined good and bad times and

domestic performance, these policies might make voters’ task easier; they make the economy a

better signal of effort and policy choice. While this is a solution that seems compatible with the

evidence, the political economy of implementing such policies is not clear, and its consequences

have not yet been fully and systematically assessed.
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